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Beyond Google - Discovering

Online Resources in

Investigations
  April 22-23, 2024 |    San Bernardino, CA

In the modern cyber-world, almost all criminal investigations have an

online aspect that can be used to further investigations and more quickly

solve otherwise dif�cult cases. Join us to examine open source online

intelligence/information and learn how to leverage free platforms,

databases, and web applications to strengthen criminal cases. Uncover

little known facts and techniques to optimize results using online search

engines and online internet resources, which will support your

investigations and prosecutions. Learn how to complete and serve search

warrants for a variety of electronic information and databases to further

all types of investigations. Develop new skill sets to establish contacts and

open-source intelligence networks to provide ongoing criminal and threat

intelligence in your jurisdiction.

$425 |  $366.52

About

Registration deadline is March 18, 2024. This training is closed to law enforcement, prosecution, and related court of�cials

only.

Participants are encouraged to bring computers and mobile devices (with hotspot if possible) to class to follow along

with investigative work �ow exercises based on real world cases solved by using the techniques illustrated in this

course. You will also be participating in hands-on learning by exploring real time open source data/information and

applying that information to criminal case examples.

Training Schedule:

April 22 | 8:30 am - 4:30 pm

April 23 | 8:30 am - 4:30 pm

For information concerning continuing education units, please view our policies page.

Topics include:

Using online resources for all types of criminal investigations, from property to violent crimes

Sim swapping and identifying crimes predicated on identity theft

Swatting investigations

Online and "anonymous" threat investigations

Creating and maintaining online personas

(62+)

http://ncjtc.fvtc.edu/policies#continuingeducation


California-centric search warrant laws applied to nation-wide best-practice standards

Real-world search warrant examples and exemplars that can be adopted to your investigations

What's In It For You

Past participants had this to say...

" The instructor was great, enthusiastic, knowledgeable, and provided a lot of useful information."

" I will use a lot of the resources and websites the instructor provided—great tools for an online investigation!"

" I now have the resources I need to �ne tune search warrants."

" I gained new and different ways to search for information on the internet."

Upon completion of this training, you will be able to:

Understand open-source platforms that can bene�t your investigation

Identify methods to extract information from multiple open-source platforms

Apply methods to search and locate digital evidence/information utilizing social media accounts

Discuss the collection and reporting of digital evidence for investigations

Is This Training For You?

This training is closed to law enforcement, prosecution, and related court of�cials only.

About the Venue

San Bernardino County District Attorney's Of�ce

303 West 3rd Street

San Bernardino, CA 92415

Lodging Options

Residence Inn Loma Linda Redlands

27351 San Bernardino Avenue

Redlands, CA 92374

TownePlace Suites San Bernardino Loma Linda

10336 Richardson Street

Loma Linda, CA 92354

The registration fee includes 16 hours of training, program materials, and instructional costs. Participants are

responsible for costs and arrangements related to meals, travel, and lodging.

Instructors

Scott Kilpatrick   Detective, Baltimore County Police Department

Detective Kilpatrick boasts an exemplary service record of over 18 years as a dedicated police of�cer within the Baltimore County Police

Department. With a commendable 16-year tenure as a detective, he has consistently demonstrated his commitment to upholding the law

and seeking justice. Early in his illustrious career, Detective Kilpatrick was an integral member of the Vice Narcotics Unit, a division

devoted to dismantling drug traf�cking organizations that plague our communities. Drawing on his innovative approach, he harnessed

social media's power to decipher these illicit networks' intricate structures. Subsequently, Detective Kilpatrick's expertise led him to the

Special Victims Unit, where his unwavering commitment to justice continued to shine. Leveraging the potency of social media and open-

source reservoirs, he displayed remarkable pro�ciency in locating suspects involved in heinous crimes such as sexual assault and rape.
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